
Brandywine Valley Girls Softball League (BVGSL) 

Common Rules for all Divisions 2017 

1. The rules of softball, as written in the current season’s ASA “Official Rules of Softball – Team Edition”, will be the 

rules in effect for all BVGSL regular season, playoff, and All-Star games, except when overridden by the BVGSL 

local rules as written in this document. 

2. All games start promptly at their scheduled time.  There will be a 10-minute grace period allowed, after which a 

forfeit will be declared.  Games may be played for fun at that point, if both coaches agree. 

3. Game Rescheduling – Games will only be rescheduled due to weather.  Home coach is responsible for advising 

the umpire scheduler of the postponement and the new game date and time, once known.  Home team is responsible 

for any rescheduling fees incurred.  Rainouts or cancelled games must be rescheduled no later than a week before 

the end of the cancellation. 

4. Timekeeping - The umpire's watch is the official timepiece.  If the umpire does not have a watch, it is the home 

team's responsibility to supply the official timepiece.  The start time of each game is to be recorded in both 

teams official scorebook. 

5. Adding Players- Coaches/Teams can only add new players on the roster up to Week 6 of the regular 

Season.  Rosters may only carry up to 20 girls.  In order for a new player to play in the next scheduled 

game, the player must be added to the roster at least 24 hours before the start of that game.   

6. Late Arrivals – If a player arrives late to a game in progress, they can be added to the last position on the 

roster without penalty, even if the team has already batted through the bottom of the roster.  The new 

arrival bats normally when their position in the batting order is reached.  Notify the opposing coach and 

scorekeeper of the addition. 

7. Early Departures – If a player must leave before the game is completed, their position in the batting order 

is skipped without penalty as long as at least nine players remain.  Notify the opposing coach and 

scorekeeper of the departure. 

8. Batters hit by pitch - If a pitcher hits 3 batters in one inning, she must be removed from pitching (not the 

game).  She can be reinserted as pitcher in a subsequent inning, but if she hits 5 total batters, she must be removed 

from pitching for the rest of that game.   

9. Cheering - The BVGSL encourages cheering and expects it to be positive toward your own team and in 

the spirit of good sportsmanship.  The BVGSL expects there will be no derogatory cheers or chants toward 

players, coaches, or spectators of the opposing teams.  Coaches should instruct all their players and all their 

parents that this is the preferred way to conduct themselves.  The BVGSL realizes that this is not a rule to be 

enforced by an umpire, but an opportunity for coaches and parents to lead by the example of good 

sportsmanship and be positive role models. 

10. Ejections - If a player is ejected from a game, their position in the batting order becomes an out if 8 players 

remain.  Should the ejection cause her team to play with less than 8 players, the game is forfeited.  The ejected 

player must also sit out the team's next game.  If a coach is ejected, they must sit out the team's next game.  If a fan 

is ejected from the stands, they will be barred for the rest of the year.  Coaches are responsible for players' and 

fans' behavior.  The league will not tolerate abuse directed at players, coaches, umpires or other fans. 

11. Pinch Runners – Pinch runners are not permitted. 

12. Courtesy Runners – Courtesy runners are permitted for the pitcher or catcher only, or for an injured base 

runner.  Since all BVGSL divisions bat their entire roster, it is not possible to use a non-playing team 

member as a courtesy runner as stated by the ASA rules.  The player making the last batted out is to be 

used as the courtesy runner, unless that player is the pitcher or catcher, in which case the team has the 

additional option of going back outs from the pitcher/catcher to the next previous batted out. 
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13. Winners must contact the Division Commissioner within 24 hours with game score.  Both coaches must 

contact the League President within 24 hours to verify forfeits.  In the case of a game being cancelled or 

postponed, home coach contacts the Division Commissioner.  If the commissioner is not notified, they will assume 

that the game has been played. 

14. Forfeits- Teams with more than 2 forfeits will not be eligible for the playoffs.  If a forfeit is anticipated 

due to lack of players, forfeiting coach must contact the opposing team’s coach and inform them of the 

situation.  Forfeiting Coach will then have up to two hours before game time to find players and, if not 

enough players to play game are found, coach must notify umpires and opposing team at this time.  

15. Playoff Seeding- Playoff seeding will be determined by points, with two points awarded for a win, one point 

for a tie, and no points for a loss.  In case of a tie for total points, teams will be seeded based on points in 

direct competition with the other tied teams.  If still tied, the team with the least total runs scored against 

them, in competition with the other tied teams, will be the higher seed.  If a tie still exists for any playoff 

position, a coin toss by the commissioner will decide the higher seed.  (At its discretion the BVGLS 

executive committee may also permit a one game playoff between the tied teams with the winner of the 

game being the higher seed.  The executive committee will establish the date, time and place of the game). 

16. Age Restrictions- Lower Division girls can play up, but only to bring the roster of the upper division team up to 10 

players.  Players cannot play down a division. 

17. Attendance/Eligibility - A player must play in 50% or more of the regular season games, at the corresponding age 

level in order to be eligible for playoffs, or a championship game for that team.  Exception for injured 

players: All coaches must report injuries to BVGSL Officials and report injuries to the opposing team.  

18. Slide /Yield Rule – Slide /Yield Rule – Beginning age division 12U and up, umpires will enforce a slide or 

yield rule.  Players must slide into any base where there is an attempted play on the runner, with the 

exception of first. This will be done by either sliding into or yielding when approaching any base including 

home.  It will be at the umpire’s sole discretion as to when the slide/yield rule is applicable.   

19. Protests – Protests are not encouraged, but a procedure must be in place to handle any that may occur. 

Protests will be heard and ruled upon by a committee made up of a representative from each league.  In the 

event of a tie, the President of the BVGSL will break the tie.  All protests will be heard within 5 days 

except in the last week of the season or the playoffs where the protests need to be heard the next day in 

order to keep the playoff schedule.  Procedure is as follows: 

A. President of the League making the protest calls the BVGSL President who sets a time and place for 

the protest to be heard. 

B. A maximum of two representatives from each of the teams involved in the protest will be allowed to 

attend. 

C. The protesting team will be given a maximum of 15 minutes to make their protest and use the ASA 

and local rules to make their protest.  During this time, the other team's representatives will remain 

silent.  The defending team will then have 15 minutes to explain its side using the ASA and local 

rules.  There will then be 5 minutes for the committee to ask questions. 

D. The committee will render its verdict within 30 minutes.  None of the parties participating in the 

protest will be allowed to join the committee's discussion.  



8 & Under Division Play 2015 

1. REMEMBER THAT PLAY IN THIS DIVISION IS FOR FUN AND LEARNING! 

2. There is no keeping of scores or standings in this division, so games are not subject to forfeit if not started within 10 

minutes.  However, coaches are reminded that the players’ attention span is limited, and new innings should not be 

started after 1-1/2 hours of play.  Weekend games are often followed by games in other divisions, so the field 

should be cleared to provide the teams in the next game 15 minutes to warm up. 

3. The 11” Incredi-ball is used for all play.  A player pitches 3 pitches to the opposing player.  If the ball is not 

put into play, a coach from the batting team pitches 3 pitches to the player.  If the ball is not hit, a tee will 

be brought in for the player to hit. The coach that is to pitch is to take the field at the start of the inning and 

remain behind the pitcher during her pitches.  During the coaches pitch the player is to field the pitching 

position. First two weeks of season would be coach pitch, thereafter, to follow the rules as stated. 

4. To encourage the players to swing at pitches, only fielded outs are to be recorded. With regard to pitched 

balls, please do not let the batter continue until she hits the ball (6 PITCHES MAXIMUM).  To continue 

to pitch to the same batter slows down the game for all.  This takes time from the other kids getting a chance 

to bat.  Work on hitting techniques at practice. Exception: Do not end an at bat on a foul ball. 

5. Bat the entire roster throughout the game.  An inning consists of three outs or a maximum of 10 batters, 

whichever comes first.  10 batters do not necessarily have to bat every inning.  If batter number 8 makes 

the third out of the first inning, batter 9 leads off the second and you continue the cycle.  If a team is 

playing with less than 10 players in any given game, then the entire roster is considered to be whatever the 

number of players they have (i.e. do not bat around beyond the number of players available).   

6. Balls hit that stay in the infield, are one base.  Overthrows or bad throws don't matter; the batter and runners 

only get one base.  Encourage your fielders to throw the ball. 

7. For balls hit to the outfield, the batter and runners may keep running until the ball is returned to the infield.  It 

doesn't have to be returned to anyone in particular, just to the infield.  Once the ball is back in the infield, the 

runners' stop at the base they are approaching. 

8. Let your base coaches make the base calls. 

9. The team on defense may have coaches positioned in the field to coach the defense. 

10. In the field, use 10 fielders.  Four must be in the outfield, beyond the base paths. The others should play 1st, 

2nd, SS, 3rd, pitcher and catcher.  Please don't let the infielders creep in more than 10 feet from their base; 

if too close to the batter a batted ball could hurt them. 

11. Since this is unlimited substitution, feel free to shuffle the kids in and out often and encourage them to 

play all positions. 

12. Make sure that the fielders actually throw the ball, not roll it to the base. 

13. Make sure that you put a 10-foot arc in front of home plate.  Balls that do not travel out of the arc are foul 

balls and the batter gets a chance to hit again. 

14. Continuation – Continuation is NOT permitted 

15. There is no set pitching distance for the 8U division.  The recommended distance for all ages ten and under is 35 feet 

as measured from the rear tip of home plate to the front of the pitchers plate.   

16. 8U is a developmental league.  Coaching and instruction throughout the game is allowed and encouraged.  Coaches 

may stand on the field.  
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1. STICK TO THE RULES, PLEASE NO COACHES AGREEMENT BEFORE THE GAME TO WAIVE 

CERTAIN RULES. 

2. No new inning can start beyond 1-1/2 hours of play.  An inning started prior to the 1-1/2 hour time limit is to be 

played to its completion, even if the time limit is exceeded. 

3. Roster permitting, you are to play 10 players in the field, with 4 outfielders.  All outfielders are to play a minimum 

of 15' beyond the base lines.  The pitcher’s plate will be positioned 35 feet from home plate.  A standard 11" 

ball will be used for all play.   

4. COACH PITCH:  For the first half of the season up to the All Star game there will be no walks in 10U division 

play.  After a pitcher throws four balls, the offensive coach will come in to pitch to the batter with the batter 

maintaining the count of strikes.  Coach pitch to the batter will continue until the batter either hits the ball into 

play or strikes out.  Once the batter hits or is made out, the player pitch will resume to the next batter.  In the 8
th
 

game of the season in 10U division play, player pitch will change and there will be a limited number of walks 

permitted.  After a total combination of 5 walks or hit batters the offensive coach will come in and pitch the 

remaining strike count to the 6
th
 batter if the pitcher walks this batter.  Once the 6

th
 batter hits or is made out, 

the player pitch will resume to the next batter and coach pitch will resume after 4 balls are delivered to each 

remaining batter until the third out is made.   

5. A game may be played with eight players.  The vacant position will be listed last in the batting order.  An out 

will be taken when the vacant position appears in the batting order.  If a 9th player shows up after the game has 

begun, they are to be inserted into the vacant position.  If a player leaves the game for reasons other than injury or 

illness, the position they occupied in the batting order becomes an out.  No automatic outs will be assessed for 

departures due to injury or illness. Substitution from the opposing team is encouraged to keep play of game at coaches 

discretion. 

6. There will be a 5 run maximum limit per inning.  As soon as the 5
th

 run is scored that half of the inning will 

end immediately.  For the final inning of the game there will be no run limit.  The final inning will be 

determined by the umpire or jointly by the two head coaches based on the 90 minute time limit rule and 

must be announced before the start of the final inning.   

7. Bat the entire roster throughout the game.   

8. There is no advancement of the batter after a dropped third strike.  

9. The infield fly rule is not in effect. 

10. Stealing:  Stealing is permitted after the pitch crosses the plate.  One stolen base is permitted per base runner per 

pitch.  Stealing of home is not permitted.  No stealing is permitted after obtaining a five run lead.  No stealing is 

permitted during coach pitch.   

11. Overthrows: There is no penalty on the catcher for any overthrow while attempting to throw out a stealing 

base runner (i.e. all runners may advance only one base on a steal regardless of whether an overthrow 

occurs).  However, all base runners can advance one base if an overthrow occurs while attempting a true 

“pickoff off” of a non-stealing runner (i.e. runner on first is leading off first after pitch but is not stealing).  

A pickoff attempt is made by either the pitcher or catcher on this runner and an overthrow ensues.  The 

runner on first, as well as any other runners on base at the time, may advance only one base but at risk.   

12. A 10 run lead after 5 full (or 4 1/2, if home team is ahead) innings ends the game. 

13. Continuation – Continuation (walk/steal) is NOT permitted 

14. Pitching distance for the 10U division is 35 feet as measured from the rear tip of home plate to the front of the pitchers 

plate. 



12 & Under Division Play 2015 

 

1. STICK TO THE RULES, PLEASE NO COACHES AGREEMENT BEFORE THE GAME TO WAIVE 

CERTAIN RULES. 

2. No new inning can start beyond 1-1/2 hours of play. An inning started prior to the 1-1/2 hour time limit is to be 

played to its completion, even if the time limit is exceeded. 

3. Roster permitting, you are to play 10 players in the field, with 4 outfielders.  All outfielders are to play a minimum of 

15' beyond the base lines. 

4. A game may be played with eight players.  The vacant position will be listed last in the batting order.  An out 

will be taken when the vacant position appears in the batting order.  If a 9th player shows up after the game has 

begun, they are to be inserted into the vacant position.  If a player leaves the game for reasons other than injury or 

illness, the position they occupied in the batting order becomes an out.  No automatic outs will be assessed for 

departures due to injury or illness. 

5. Bat the entire roster throughout the game.   

6. Dropped third strike is in effect. 

7. Infield fly rule is in effect. 

8. Stealing:  Stealing is permitted after the pitch leaves the pitchers hand.  One stolen base is allowed per pitch 

per base runner.  Stealing of home is permitted.  No stealing is permitted after obtaining a seven run lead.  

All base runners may advance only one base per steal attempt or pickoff attempt.  There is no penalty on 

the catcher for any overthrow while attempting to throw out a stealing base runner (i.e. all runners may 

advance only one base on a steal regardless of whether an overthrow occurs).  However, all base runners 

can advance one base if an overthrow occurs while attempting a true “pickoff off” of a non-stealing runner 

(i.e. runner on first is leading off first after pitch but is not stealing).  A pick off attempt is made by either 

the pitcher or catcher on this runner and an overthrow ensues.  The runner on first, as well as any other 

runners on base at the time, may advance only one base but at risk.   

9. A 10 run lead after 5 full (or 4 1/2, if home team is ahead) innings ends the game.   

10. There will be a 5 run maximum limit per inning.  As soon as the 
5th

 run is scored that half of the inning will 

end immediately.  The inning immediately following the 1 hour and 15 minute mark or umpires discretion 

will be the last inning of the game. For the final inning of the game there will be no run limit.  The final 

inning will be determined by the umpire or jointly by the two head coaches based on the 90 minute time 

limit rule and must be announced before the start of the final inning.  *Playoff time limit not to exceed 2.5 

hours, no restrictions of runs during game. 

11. Continuation – Continuation (walk/steal) is NOT permitted 

12. Slide /Yield Rule – Beginning age division 12U and up, umpires will enforce a slide or yield rule.  Players 

must slide into any base where there is an attempted play on the runner, with the exception of first. This 

will be done by either sliding into or yielding when approaching any base including home.  It will be at the 

umpire’s sole discretion as to when the slide/yield rule is applicable.   

13. Pitching distance for the 12U division is 40 feet as measured from the rear tip of home plate to the front of the pitchers 

plate. 



16 & Under Division Play 2015 

 

1. STICK TO THE RULES, PLEASE NO COACHES AGREEMENT BEFORE THE GAME TO WAIVE 

CERTAIN RULES. 

2. No new inning can start beyond 2 hours of play.  An inning started prior to the 1-1:45 hour time limit is to be 

played to its completion, even if the time limit is exceeded. 

3. Roster permitting, you are to play 10 players in the field, with 4 outfielders.  All outfielders are to play a minimum of 

15' beyond the base lines. 

4. A game may be played with eight players.  The vacant position will be listed last in the batting order.  An out 

will be taken when the vacant position appears in the batting order.  If a 9th player shows up after the game has 

begun, they are to be inserted into the vacant position.  If a player leaves the game for reasons other than injury or 

illness, the position they occupied in the batting order becomes an out.  No automatic outs will be assessed for 

departures due to injury or illness. 

5. Bat the entire roster throughout that the game.  There is no ten batter limitation. 

6. Batter may advance on a dropped third strike. 

7. Infield fly rule is in effect. 

8. There are no limitations on stealing.  Runners may leave the base when the ball leaves the pitcher’s hand. 

9. A 10 run lead after 5 full (or 4 1/2, if home team is ahead) innings ends the game.   

10. Continuation – The Continuation play (walk/steal) IS permitted per ASA rules. 

11. Slide /Yield Rule – Beginning age division 12U and up, umpires will enforce a slide or yield rule.  Players 

must slide into any base where there is an attempted play on the runner, with the exception of first. This 

will be done by either sliding into or yielding when approaching any base including home.  It will be at the 

umpire’s sole discretion as to when the slide/yield rule is applicable.   

12. Pitching distance for the 14U division is 43 feet as measured from the rear tip of home plate to the front of the pitchers 

plate. 
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1. STICK TO THE RULES, PLEASE NO COACHES AGREEMENT BEFORE THE GAME TO WAIVE 

CERTAIN RULES. 

2. Games are to be played to the completion of 7 innings, conditions permitting.  If the game is tied after regulation, it 

is to be recorded in the record as a tie. 

3. Roster permitting, you are to play 10 players in the field, with 4 outfielders. All outfielders are to play a minimum of 

15' beyond the base lines. 

4. A game may be played with eight players.  The vacant position will be listed last in the batting order.  An out 

will be taken when the vacant position appears in the batting order.  If a 9th player shows up after the game has 

begun, they are to be inserted into the vacant position.  If a player leaves the game for reasons other than injury or 

illness, the position they occupied in the batting order becomes an out if you have less than 10 players. No automatic 

outs will be assessed for departures due to injury or illness. 

5. Bat the entire roster throughout the game.  There is no ten batter limitation. 

6. Batter may advance on a dropped third strike. 

7. Infield fly rule is in effect. 

8. There are no limitations on stealing.  Runners may leave the base when the ball leaves the pitcher’s hand. 

9. A 10 run lead after 5 full (or 4 1/2, if home team is ahead) innings ends the game.   

10. Continuation – Continuation (walk/steal) IS permitted 

11. Slide /Yield Rule – Beginning age division 12U and up, umpires will enforce a slide or yield rule.  Players 

must slide into any base where there is an attempted play on the runner, with the exception of first. This 

will be done by either sliding into or yielding when approaching any base including home.  It will be at the 

umpire’s sole discretion as to when the slide/yield rule is applicable.   

12. A player must be at least 12 years old, by ASA’s age definition, to play in the 18U division. 

13. Pitching distance for the 18U division is 43 feet as measured from the rear tip of home plate to the front of the 

pitchers plate. 

 

 
 


